Contacting and forming singularities: Distinguishing examples.
A thin film bridge breaks in a way that starts at one equilibrium state and ends at another equilibrium state. The dynamical trajectory that carries it from connected to disconnected provides rare evidence regarding the singularity of passage through topological change. This nonequilibrium trajectory, called a "forming" flow, is discussed in an attempt to frame it within the larger class of singularities for which bounding surfaces do not remain material surfaces. As a contrast, the weaker "contacting" singularity is illustrated by a stagnation flow where material points reach the stagnation point in finite time. A classification scheme based on pathology of the nonunique Lagrangian motions is suggested. New results for the disconnection example include healing of surgery in post-disconnection simulations, different dynamical scalings of the just-disconnected components and a comparison of post-disconnection simulation to experiment. (c) 1999 American Institute of Physics.